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LANGUAGE, VOLUME 73, NUMBER 4 (1997)

This summary so far suggests a division between form and function in this text which is
perhapsmisleading.In reviewing how slang is used, E does in fact note some formalcharacteristics. Collegiate slang begins conversations,for example, with its own forms of address (e.g.,
roomer). Especially interestingare E's observationsabout 'the frequentuse of the demonstrative
that before slang nouns, [which] is consistentwith the social functionof slang, particularlywhen
that precedes a noun with unfavorableconnotations' (99).
The last hundredpages of the book include several appendices,two of them listing the most
frequent terms from E's own surveys and anotherlisting collegiate slang from the turn of the
century (which suggests, ominously, that studentsa hundredyears ago were more interestedin
academics than they are now). Also included are a glossary of slang terms used in this text, an
index of terms, a general index, and an ample bibliography.
E's book is importantreading for specialists since it presents some importantnew research
and offers an excellent review of the literature.But it is also accessible to the general reader.It
will make a fine auxiliarytext in a sociolinguistics course.
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An invitation to cognitive science. Volume 1: Language. 2nd edn. Ed. by LILAR.
and MARKLIBERMAN.
GLEITMAN
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995. Pp. xxxviii,
455.
Reviewed by D. TERENCE
LANGENDOEN,
University of Arizona
This is the second edition of the first volume in a four-volumeset underthe generaleditorship
of Daniel N. Osherson;the others are titled Visual cognition, Thinking,and Conceptualfoundations. It is a second edition in name only. Its fourteenchaptersareentirely new and were chosen
'to reveal why language holds a special place in cognitive science' (xix). The book is suitable
as a text in an undergraduateor graduatecourse or seminaron language and cognitive science
for studentswho have alreadybeen introducedto the basic concepts of phonology, syntax, and
semantics. Each chapterincludes suggestions for furtherreading,all but two of which are annotated, and problems(but no answers).Several chaptersalso containquestionsfor furtherthought
designed for students with the requisite backgroundknowledge (e.g. Prolog programming)or
for individualand group projects.
Half of the chapters are devoted to topics in grammaticalanalysis, and the other half to
psycholinguistics.Each grammarchapterdescribesa problemandworks towarda solutionwhich
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attemptsto engage the readerin the process. The three most successful of these are Ch. 3, 'The
sounds of Mawu words' by MARKLIBERMAN,
which leads the reader step by step throughthe
intricaciesof word formationin Mawu, a Mandinglanguage of Ivory Coast, to a very satisfying
conclusion; Ch. 11, 'Lexical semantics and compositionality' by BARBARA
H. PARTEE,
which
explores the semanticpropertiesof adjective-nouncombinationsin English; and Ch. 14, 'Some
a play in two acts which analyzes the syntax
philosophy of language' by JAMESHIGGINBOTHAM,

and semantics of the English bare infinitive constructionexemplified by Mary saw John leave.
Two of the grammarchaptersargue for the virtues of particulargrammaticaltheories:Ch. 9,
leads to a particular
'Computationalaspects of the theory of grammar'by MARKSTEEDMAN,
view of constituent structure,using combinatorycategorial grammar.Ch. 10, 'The forms of
sentences' by HOWARD
leads to a quite differentview, using transformationalgrammar
LASNIK,
of the extended standardtheory variety. No effort is made in the book to compare, much less
reconcile, these or any other grammaticaltheories, though the issue is raised in the suggestions
for furtherreading section of Ch. 8.
Ch. 12, 'Semantics' by RICHARD
is narrowerthan its title suggests, focusing on the
LARSON,
entailmentrelationsinducedby the English quantifiersevery, some, and no, and ends just as the
story is getting interesting.Ch. 2, 'The case of the missing copula' by WILLIAM
suffers
LABOV,
from the opposite difficulty. Labov not only delivers what his title promises in the first four
sections of his chapter(25-48) but tantalizinglyopens up an entirely new problemin the final
section (48-52) which is potentially of greater significance than the problem of the missing
copula in such Afro-AmericanVernacularEnglish (AAVE) sentences as He fast in everything
he do. Labov shows that the only forms of the copula that can be omitted in AAVE are the
contractedforms of is and are, just as in the StandardEnglish (SE) casual-speechpronunciation
of Where'reyou going?. In otherwords, the grammaticalsystems of AAVE and SE do not differ
significantly with regardto such forms of the copula.
In the final section, Labov goes on to discuss stressedbeen, which is 'one of manygrammatical
elements of AAVE that are not found in other dialects and are generally not recognized by
speakers of other dialects' (51). Labov then raises the question why speakersof other dialects
know nothingaboutthese ' "deeper" or "more different"aspectsof AAVE' (apartfromhabitual
be, which is occasionally recognized by white speakers),whereas they are generally cognizant
of the fact that the copula may be omitted in AAVE. His answer is that in interactionsbetween
AAVE speakers and others, and in the portrayalof AAVE in the media, these aspects are not
represented,whereasmedia presentations'reflect more or less faithfullythe variationin the use
of the copula that we have studied here' (52). That is, the 'African-AmericanEnglish of the
media is a familiar idiom, a part of the joint world shared by black and white citizens of the
United States'. Consequently,the declarationthatAAVE (or, morerecently,Ebonics)is a separate
language from SE is met with incredulityin both white and black communities, a perception
that is not helped if the only featurethat proponentsof AAVE as a separatelanguage cite as a
distinguishingpropertyis the omission of the copula. But if AAVE is possessed of numerous
distinctivegrammaticalelements,then its statusas a linguisticallydistinctentity deserves serious
public consideration,especially as it relates to the teaching of SE to native speakersof AAVE.
The seven chapterson psycholinguistictopics are, with one exception, survey articles.Ch. 1,
'The invention of language by children' by LILA GLEITMAN
and ELISSANEWPORT,and Ch. 6,

'Language acquisition' by STEVEN
PINKER,
together thoroughly discuss the general problem
of language acquisition. Ch. 4, 'Exploring developmental changes in cross-language speech
perception'by JANET
WERKER,
managesto be comprehensivein fewer thantwenty pages, while
Ch. 7, 'Speaking and misspeaking' by GARYDELL,does the same for speech-errorresearchon
English in just over twenty pages. Ch. 8, 'Comprehendingsentence structure'by JANET
DEAN
FODOR,and Ch. 13, 'Brain regions of relevance to syntactic processing' by EDGARB. ZURIF,

focus on the recognition of empty categories in English, specifically those resulting from whmovement, in the first case by normaladults and in the second by those sufferingfrom Broca's
aphasia.
Ch. 5, 'Why the child holded the babyrabbits'by STEVEN
PINKER,
is the one problem-oriented
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psycholinguistics chapter;it focuses on the problem of overregularizationin young children's
speech, e.g. why English-speakingchildren on occasion say holded instead of held. Centralto
the solution is the 'Blocking principle',which Pinkerdoes not define but which he first describes
as 'a piece of adult psychology thatcauses the experience of hearingan irregularform like held
to block the subsequentapplicationof the regular"add -ed" rule to that item'(111 ) and subsequently as 'part of the child's innate universal grammar' (114), together with the evidently
psychological principle that memory retrievalis fallible but improves with increasedexposure
to exemplars.
Pinkercontraststhis solutionwith one which uses analogicalpatternmatchingas implemented
by a parallel distributedprocessor (PDP) and argues that the solution involving the blocking
principle and the fallibility of memory is superior,except for cases in which past tenses are
formed on analogy with other irregularpast tense patterns,e.g. forming brang as the past tense
form of bring on analogy with sang as the past tense form of sing (124-7). He suggests a
resolutionof the 'ongoing debatein cognitive science over whetherrule systems or connectionist
networks are better models of language processes. Both approachesmight be right, but for
different parts of the mind: rules for the combinatorialsystem underlyinggrammar,networks
for the memory underlyingword roots' (128).
This solution is unlikely to please partisanson either side. In any event, Pinker's solution is
marredby his elevation of the blocking principle to the status of a linguistic universal. If it is
a psychological mechanism,as he first suggests, it does not rule out the possibility that a given
verb such as light can have distinct past tense forms such as lit and lighted. At most, it imposes
a strongtendencyfor verbsto have uniquepasttense forms.However,if it is a linguisticuniversal,
as he later suggests, then that possibility is incorrectlyruled out. Hence it cannot be a linguistic
universal, at least not an inviolable one.
Departmentof Linguistics
PO Box 210028
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721-0028
[langendt@arizona.edu]

Gender articulated: Language and the socially constructed self. Ed. by KIRAHALL
and MARY BUCHOLTZ.
New York & London: Routledge, 1995. Pp. x, 512. Paper
$22.95.
Reviewed by FRANCINE
FRANK,University of Albany, SUNY
This collection of nineteen essays explores currentapproachesto the study of language and
gender. In their introduction,the editors link the new researchto the 'field's foundationtext',
Robin Lakoffs 1975 book, Languageand woman'splace (1). One link is Lakoff's identification
of dominantlinguisticideologies, a process thatconstitutes'the overridingproject'of this volume
(8).
The organizationof the book into three sections reflects 'three general analytical stances in
the new feminist scholarship'(9). Part 1, 'Mechanismsof hegemony and control', contains six
essays that examine the role of language in maintainingdominantideologies of gender. In the
first essay (25-50), ROBIN
TOLMACH
LAKOFF
arguesfor a theoreticalmodel thatviews dominance
ratherthan difference as the crucial explanatoryfactor for gender differences in language. The
essays thatfollow employ diversemethodologiesandexaminea varietyof contexts-the Clarence
Thomasconfirmationhearings;family dinnerconversations;the internet;therapeuticinstitutions;
and teen magazines.Despite this diversity,all are similarlygroundedin the concept of an imbalance of power.
Focusing on 'interpretivecontrol', a symbolic silencing of women in public discourse,Lakoff

